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‘For Americans who cannot visit Sweden, don’t 
worry, Sweden has a phone number where you can 
call a Swede and learn about all things Swedish’





‘The application of corporate 
marketing concepts and 
techniques to countries, in the 
interests of enhancing their 
reputation in international 
relations.’



What people of one nation 
think about another nation,- 
its policies, leaders and 
culture. It covers both 
affinities and hostilities in 
opinions and perceptions.



A means to build and maintain 
a country’s strategic 
advantage and favourable 
perception with the purpose of 
economic growth.



A coordinated government’s 
effort to manage a country’s 
image to promote tourism and 
inbound investments.





TOURISM REVENUES ACCOUNT FOR 10% OF WORLD’S GDP
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PRINCIPLES





From the abstract and general and facts… 

…to the specifics of an engaging content 



STORIES INSTRUCT



STORIES AS PLAYGROUND



STORIES AS SOCIAL GLUE





NARRATIVE STRUCTURE

Someone wants something

Overcomes

Achieves resolution

Meets obstacles



WHAT DO STORIES DO?WHAT DO STORIES DO?







OBSTACLES, CHALLENGES, DIFFICULTIES, CONFLICT





GET US HOOKED





WHAT IS NEEDED FOR THIS?





NATION STORIES

Plotline



NATION STORIES

Plotline + Hero



NATION STORIES

Plotline + Hero + Obstacle/Challenge



NATION STORIES

Plotline + Hero + Obstacle/Challenge + Resolution 



FORMULAIC



OBJECTIVES

Storytelling and actual experiencing activate same areas of 
brain. This engagement creates mental simulation. That is 
why stories are so effective in involving audiences with 
mission, vision and endeavours of organisations - or a nation.
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Original

Original



CREATIVE STORYTELLING





IMAGERY



AUDIO



VIDEO



ANIMATION





4 PITFALLS TO AVOID IN STORYTELLING



‘THERE IS NO THERE, THERE’ 

If the audience doesn’t 
understand what hero 
wants, there is no context 
to give the story meaning. 



‘THERE IS NO THERE, THERE’ 

If the hero’s motivation or 
goal is too generally 
stated, the audience 
cannot relate nor engage. 



‘THERE IS NO THERE, THERE’ 

If the audience is left to 
wonder what accomplishing 
goal means for the hero it 
loses interest. 



‘THERE IS NO THERE, THERE’ 

If it’s not clear what is 
needed for this goal and 
how it will be reached, the 
audience will turn away. 





Trolls can be like sharks in the water
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